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When a defined protein/peptide (or combinations thereof) control and define the synthesis of an inorganic nanoparticle, the result is a cloneable NanoParticle (cNP). This is because the protein sequence/structure/function is encoded in DNA, and therefore the physicochemical properties of the nanoparticle are also encoded in DNA. Thus the cloneable nanoparticle paradigm can be considered as an extension of the central dogma of molecular biology (e.g. DNA → mRNA → protein → cNP); modifications to the DNA encoding a cNP can modify the resulting properties of the cNP. Inorganic ion oxidoreductases (e.g., mercuric reductase, tellurite reductase, etc.) can select and reduce specific inorganic oxyanions and coordination complexes, creating zerovalent precipitates. Other proteins/peptides (often genetically concatenated to the parent oxidoreductase) serve as ligands, directing the size, shape, crystal structure and other properties of the nanoparticle. The DNA encoding a cNP can be recombinantly transferred into any organism. Ideally, this enables recombinant production of cNPs with the same defined physiochemical properties. Such cNPs are of interest for applications ranging from molecular imaging, bio-remediation, catalysis, and biomining. In this Feature Article we detail and define the cNP concept, and retrace the story of our creation of a cloneable Se NanoParticle (cSeNP). We also describe our more preliminary work that we expect to result in cloneable semiconductor quantum dots, cloneable Te nanoparticles, and other cNP formulations. We highlight the application of cNPs in cellular electron microscopy and compare this approach to other cloneable imaging contrast approaches.

Introduction

Soluble inorganic nanoparticles (iNPs) typically comprise an inorganic core passivated by an organic ligand shell. In vitro synthetic methodology for producing iNPs of well-defined elemental composition, size, shape and crystal structure is now
relatively mature; rules and guidelines exist that form starting points for synthesis of novel iNPs, based on prior work. Biogenic nanoparticles (bNPs) are those produced with biomolecules, such as crude cell extracts or sugars. These tend to be less well-controlled, relying on serendipitous interactions between biomolecules and iNP precursors; well-developed frameworks for predictive bNP synthesis do not yet exist.

A relatively new concept in nanoparticle synthesis is that of a cloneable nanoparticle (cNP), which can be considered a sub-type of bNP. When physicochemical properties of an iNP, such as elemental composition, size, shape, crystal-structure, allotrope, optical properties, and magnetism, are encoded in DNA, the iNP is a “cloneable NP” (cNP). These cNPs are synthesized by proteins, usually inside cells. Protein sequence, and therefore structure and function, are genetically encoded. Therefore, nanoparticles whose physicochemical properties are controlled by proteins during synthesis have their properties encoded in DNA. This framing implies that the DNA encoding any cNP can be recombinantly transferred into any organism, endowing that organism with the ability to make the cNP.

cNPs as defined in this article are made in living cells. cNPs do occur naturally. Magnetosomes, ferritins, and DNA-binding protein from starved cells (Dps) are examples of naturally occurring cNPs. Each of these examples makes an iron oxide nanoparticle of defined size, shape, elemental composition, and magnetism.

bNPs (and therefore cNPs) attract interest for a diverse array of applications. Our primary interest in cNP engineering is to make cloneable contrast in images of biological systems generated with electrons, X-rays, light and/or magnets (i.e., electron microscopes, CT-scanners, optical microscopes, and MRI imagers). Our secondary interest is using cNPs for environmental bioremediation of metal(loid) contaminations.

There are many ongoing studies developing bNPs for uses including catalysis, solar photoconversion, antimicrobial therapy, and theranostic (i.e., combined therapeutics and diagnostics) applications.
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diagnostics. The applications of biogenic NPs listed here are at preliminary stages. It can be expected that the greater synthetic control of NP properties in biological contexts will become more desirable or necessary as implementations advance. cNPs may enable such means of improving synthetic control in many of the currently proposed uses of biogenic NPs.

The cNP synthesis paradigm

We have developed a modular cNP platform that links genotype (DNA) to phenotype (cNP composition). This platform adapts *in vitro* NP synthesis (Fig. 1, top panel) approaches to use cellularly available reactants (Fig. 1, bottom panel).

*In vitro* reductive iNP synthesis usually begins with three chemical components: inorganic cations, reductants, and ligands. In this synthetic approach, reductants change the oxidation states of cations from soluble (*e.g.*, aqueous) to insoluble (particulate, solid) states. Very often, the reduced particulate oxidation state is zerovalent. Ligands present during synthesis cap growing inorganic solids at nanoparticulate size, suppressing growth into macroscopic bulk solid and directing particle size, shape, fluorescence, *etc*.

In adapting this paradigm to cellular environments, we similarly use three distinct chemical components, with the additional use of inorganic ion oxidoreductases. In this context, bioavailable metal(lloid) cations or coordination complexes act as the metal(lloid) source. Inorganic ion oxidoreductases select the ‘desired’ ion (coordination complex) from a background that contains all essential elements (*Se, Zn, Fe, etc*). Enzyme cofactors (NADH, NADPH, glutaredoxin, *etc*.) act in concert with enzymes as the reductant. Peptides or proteins that bind to and/or control iNP properties can be concatenated to or coexposed with the oxidoreductase and act as ligands in cNP synthesis; in this role, they offer the prospect of size, shape, and crystal structure definition. The combination of oxidoreductases and iNP binding peptides/proteins results in synthetic control of cNP synthesis inside cells riving the synthetic control that is possible with well-developed *in vitro* methods.
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**cNP composition parameters**

cNPs require metal(lloid) coordination-complex precursors that are at least transitively stable inside cells (*e.g.*, not easily reduced by ubiquitous reducing molecules such as sugars and aromatic or thiol-containing amino acids). Such metal(lloid)s include essential elements such as Fe, Co, Zn, Se, W and Mo. In addition, many non-essential metal(lloid)s, such as Bi (a pharmaceutical component in Pepto Bismol) or Au (a pharmaceutical component of rheumatoid arthritis drugs such as Auranofin) might also form the basis for a cNP. Some metal(lloid)s regarded as highly toxic, such as, can even form the basis for a cNP, if the toxicity can be appropriately modulated. In the case of arsenicals, the metal complex arsphenamine (Salvarsan) is a treatment for syphilis.

For metal(lloid) ions to be cNP reactants, they must be enzymatically reducible by enzymes – therefore the redox potential of the metal(lloid) precursor must be in a range accessible to biological reductants such as NADPH or glutaredoxin. (*i.e.*, their oxidation state must be modulated by the enzyme). The redox potential of a metal(lloid) ion is significantly impacted by ligation. The impact of ligation on redox potential exerts effects through multiple pathways, including ligand lability/inertness, the electron transfer (tunnelling) properties of the ligand, and the metal(lloid) oxidation state favored by the ligand (influenced by ligand geometry). As an example of how ligation changes redox potentials, consider the reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I). The reduction potential of aquated Cu(II) in the reaction

\[
\text{[Cu(H}_2\text{O)}_6\text{]}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Cu(s) + 6H}_2\text{O(l)} \]

is +0.337 V versus S.H.E., whereas

\[
\text{[Cu(NH}_3\text{)}_2\text{]}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Cu(s) + 4NH}_4\text{+} \]

is at −0.05 V.

Many intracellular metal ions are glutathione-ligated, in part due to the ~mM concentration of glutathione (GSH) inside most cells, combined with the high affinity of thiols for many metal(lloid)s. Many metal(lloid) oxidoreductases are thus unsurprisingly related to glutathione reductase (GSHR).
mercuric reductase,20 tellurite reductase,21 and glutathione reductase-like metalloid reductase (GRLMR)22 all belong to the class I FAD dependent oxidoreductase enzyme family. Functional differences among enzymes in this family mainly comprise substrate selection—where substrates are different metal(loid)s ligated by GSH.

Enzymatic metal(loid) ion reduction is a relatively common cellular feature. Many enzymatic systems may therefore possess cNP chemistry; however, most enzymes described to date lack inherent means of enforcing uniform size/shape/elemental composition. A great deal of iNP binding peptides have, in contrast, been described for their ability to exert strong influence on NP size/shape/elemental composition yet lack intrinsic means of reducing metal(loid) cations. Thus, the combination of iNP-binding peptides with metal(loid) ion reductases represents a platform or paradigm for cNP synthesis.

iNP binding dodecapeptides were first isolated from phage display libraries.23 So-far, peptides that bind to a about 100 iNPs of differing size/elemental composition are now described in the literature. A subset of iNP binding peptides can also assist in the synthesis of iNPs. For instance, A3 peptide in the presence of Au13 salts and a reductant (which can include the buffer HEPES serving as reductant) makes 10 nm AuNPs. The Ge8 peptide, in the presence of AgNO3 and H2O2, makes 3 nm AgNPs in the buffer HEPES serving as reductant) makes 10 nm AuNPs. The Ge8 peptide, in the presence of AgNO3 and H2O2, makes 10 nm AuNPs. These synthesis-assisting peptides do not constitute cNPs on their own; while they are encoded in DNA and promote NP formation, they do not change the oxidation states of the ions (and therefore solubility). Thus, they do not represent a self-contained cNP system. Notably, some of the early literature on iNP binding peptides confuses this issue, as early papers did not recognize that buffer salts can donate electrons too, and reduce many metal ions in the absence of peptides.24

Many proteins have also been identified that bind to inorganic nanoparticles and might therefore similarly control their shape and size during synthesis. Broadly speaking, there is existing literature on proteins that form a ‘corona’ around iNPs.27,28 For selenium nanoparticle(s) (SeNPs) a proteomic study identified about 50 proteins that are found in the SeNP corona,29 for SeNPs made in cells or exposed to cell extracts. By analogy to what is now known about library isolated peptides in the context of bNP synthesis, we expect that some naturally occurring proteins can also direct cNP size and shape. That suite of proteins may include those that confer an adaptive advantage to their host (in the context of metal toxicity) and those that evolved for other functional endpoints but serendipitously control cNP size/shape.

Above we outlined cellular equivalents of reductants and ligands that can synthesize well-defined cNPs. This combination of cellular reductants and ligands can be encoded in a single chimeric DNA construct. This results in a chimeric protein that incorporates all chemical activities required to make a cNP.

Because a single protein (polypeptide chain) controls all functions, mutations to the DNA encoding the protein can subsequently change properties of the cNP. This allows the adaptation of recently developed and powerful directed evolution methods for the purpose of cellular nanoparticle synthesis.30

Cloneable contrast

Our primary motivation in developing the cNP platform is to develop cloneable imaging contrast. Cloneable contrast imaging agents, such as green fluorescent protein (GFP), were first described and adopted for fluorescence microscopy.31,32 What makes GFP useful in imaging is that the DNA encoding GFP can be easily ‘cloned’ or concatenated to the DNA encoding any protein of interest. The protein of interest now ‘lights up’ in fluorescence microscopy and is distinctly visible against the cellular background, where nothing else fluoresces notably at the GFP emission wavelength of 509 nm. Meanwhile, the available toolbox of fluorescent proteins has grown to the extent that multi-color (multiplexed imaging) studies are routine—e.g., dynamic protein interactions with several players can be observed.33

GFP represents a ‘benchmark’ for cloneable imaging contrast. The properties of GFP that make it so useful are: (1) it works in both live and fixed cells; (2) it is entirely self-contained in a single DNA segment—requiring nothing further such as exogenous building blocks or upstream cellular engineering (3) There is 1 GFP for each protein that it is concatenated to. This allows straightforward quantification of protein copy number through quantification of fluorescence signal.

Cloneable contrast agents that function in electron, magnet and X-ray-based imaging modalities are extensively explored, but not yet widely adopted by biologists using these imaging methods. Such modalities are nevertheless important, as they allow tissue imaging in magnification and penetration domains outside what visible-light microscopy is capable of. Cloneable contrast in these imaging modalities may or may not use approaches that create cNPs. Approaches that use ferritin, singlet-oxygen generation proteins, and phytochelatins—such as metallothionein—are outlined below. So far, no cloneable contrast approach for EM is widely used because there are severe limitations associated with each method proposed to date:

Ferritin is a ~400 kDa protein constituted from 24 polypeptide units. Under iron-rich conditions, ferritins can store up to ~4500 iron atoms as a highly regulated mineral core, which can be easily observable in certain imaging contexts such as EM or correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM).34 Ferritin presents two substantial challenges for widespread use as a contrast agent. First, its multimericity can heavily convolute labelling strategies. Second, its comparatively large size casts a shadow in images, obscuring potentially important areas within images. The size may also impact function of ferritin-protein conjugates by slowing diffusion kinetics of concatenated protein(s) of interest.

Certain proteins can locally deposit diaminobenzidine (DAB) polymer, such as mini singlet oxygen generator34 (miniSOG) and engineered ascorbate peroxidase35 (APEX2). In these cases, radical oxygen is enzymatically produced, which subsequently activates DAB to form osmiophilic polymers. These polymers then preferentially absorb electron dense osmium stains proximal to the
point of polymer origination. While osmiophilic DAB polymers can be a highly sensitive method of enhancing contrast, they diffuse distally from their point of origination (in some cases to nearly 200 nm), substantially reducing the resolution at which interpretations of images (collected at much higher resolution) can be made. DAB polymerization is moreover infeasible in living cells or in frozen-hydrated cells, requiring fixation which introduces imaging artefacts.

Metallothioneins are small (0.5–14 kDa) cysteine-rich proteins which stoichiometrically bind metal atoms. Previous works have demonstrated that metallothionein can bind a wide array of metal atoms, including Au, Pt, Ag, Pb, Cd, and As. Metallothioneins have been implemented as cloneable contrast tags. However, they are barely visible above the background in electron micrographs. This can also be exacerbated by competition from natively expressed metallothionein, which upregulates in the presence of high intracellular metal concentration.

Inorganic nanoparticles are known to have properties that can produce contrast in EM, visible-light, X-ray, and magnetic imaging modalities. An appropriately formulated cNP may therefore be able to produce contrast in each of these imaging modalities simultaneously, while overcoming many of the limitations of existing cloneable contrast agents.

This feature article outlines our development of a cNP platform, with some applications highlighted. The most “mature cNP” in our lab is comprised of ~5 nm Selenium NPs—making it a cloneable selenium nanoparticle (cSeNP).

We summarize a 4 papers from our group, which in concert describe the development of this cSeNP platform. The reductase is Glutathione Reductase-Like Metalloid Reductase (GRLMR), which was isolated from a hyperaccumulator Pseudomonas moraviensis subspecies stanleyae—among the most Se tolerant microorganisms ever described. This species may show promise for bioremediation of selenium contamination—an area where previous work has been done collecting biogenically produced Se(0) from wastewater.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron tomography of the P. moraviensis stanleyae shows ~50 nm diameter intracellular SeNPs. There is no apparent membrane or protein structure surrounding these SeNPs. GRLMR can be transferred among species, endowing other species with enhanced Se tolerance.

GRLMR alone does not control SeNP size. To introduce size control, we isolated a peptide that binds to SeNPs from a phage display library. Concatenation of this peptide to GRLMR at the DNA level results in a construct that consistently makes 35 nm diameter SeNPs in vitro and ~5 nm diameter SeNPs in vivo. Furthermore, we show that inclusion of transition metals such as Cadmium in the cell cultures that make cSeNPs allows instead the production of CdSe semiconductor quantum dots.

There are ‘less mature’ cNPs in the pipeline in our lab. For instance, we have isolated a tellurium reductase from environmental isolates, and this may form the basis for a cloneable tellurium nanoparticle in future work.

While not a cNP, we have examined metallothionein as a cloneable contrast agent, concluding that it must be present in high copy number to be visible in EM.

We have also made some substantial and unpublished investigation of the capsule-forming and Fe-concentrating protein Dps. Here we will outline our approach and the shortcomings of that approach which precluded prior publication.

**Summary of cNP developments**

Development of the cSeNP is described in 4 manuscripts, beginning with a manuscript describing the isolation of a selenium hyperaccumulating bacterium, followed by a paper describing the isolation of a selenium reducing enzyme and characterization of the SeNP products of that enzyme. A subsequent paper showed that the Se tolerance can be recombinantly transferred to other species, facilitating recombinant SeNP production. A fourth paper isolates a SeNP binding peptide and shows how incorporation of this peptide with the selenium reductase significantly alters enzyme activity and results in size-controlled, 5 nm diameter, red SeNPs which remain attached to the enzyme that synthesizes them, representing a cSeNP.

Pseudomonas moraviensis subsp. stanleyae, a bacterial endophyte of hyperaccumulator Stanleya pinnata, is capable of efficient selenium reduction to elemental selenium under aerobic conditions

Our work on the cSeNP began with isolation and characterization of a bacterium specialized for high Se conditions. In this paper, we report Pseudomonas moraviensis subspecies stanleyae, a bacterial endophyte that was isolated from the root tissue of Se hyperaccumulator Stanleya pinnata (colloquial name Prince's Plume) found growing in the naturally seleniferous soil in the Pine Ridge Natural area of Colorado, USA.

The bacterium was characterized phylogenetically by fatty acid methyl ester analysis and multi locus sequence analysis. The sequence analysis showed 97.3% nucleotide identity to P. moraviensis. This subspecies was therefore dubbed Pseudomonas moraviensis stanleyae, taking the name of the plant in which it was found.

Because P. moraviensis stanleyae was found as an endophyte in a selenium hyperaccumulating plant, it was hypothesized that the bacterium is a selenium specialist (possibly working in symbiosis with the plant in which it lives). The bacterial strain was grown in various concentrations of SeO\(_4^{2–}\) (selenate) and SeO\(_3^{2–}\) (selenite). When grown on selenite supplemented LB-agar, the bacterial colonies appeared bright red—consistent with production of red-allotrope SeNPs (Fig. 2, panel A). When examined by TEM, rod shaped bacteria coated with SeNPs were apparent (Fig. 2, panel B). Overall, we observed that the bacterium could tolerate up to 120 mM of selenite and 150 mM selenate, making this the most selenium tolerant organism so-far described.

Growth kinetics in the presence of high concentrations of Se oxyanions showed that the growth of P. moraviensis stanleyae was not significantly impeded by 10 mM selenate—but no red Se(0) was observed with selenite. In the presence of selenite, growth was somewhat slower, and red selenite appeared after about 10 hours (Fig. 3).
Fig. 2 Panel a shows *P. moraviensis* stanleyae growing on SeO$_3^{2-}$ supplemented agar. The red color is indicative of red Se(0) formation as a result of selenium reduction. Panel b shows a TEM image of *P. moraviensis* stanleyae grown in the presence of selenite. The bacteria appear coated with SeNPs. Figure adapted from [38] with permission.

The observation that *P. moraviensis* stanleyae converted SeO$_3^{2-}$ to Se(0) while SeO$_4^{2-}$ was not reduced was also made by observing the aerobic reduction of each selenium oxyanion. Fig. 4 shows the concentration of SeO$_3^{2-}$ and SeO$_4^{2-}$ as determined by a microchip capillary electrophoresis method that we developed for this purpose. This figure shows that SeO$_4^{2-}$ concentrations persisted near their original 10 mM concentrations in the culture for as long as they were measured (up to 50 hours). SeO$_4^{2-}$ concentration, however, diminished over time due to its reduction to red Se(0). Combined, these observations suggest that the mechanism for SeO$_3^{2-}$ tolerance involves conversion of SeO$_3^{2-}$ to Se(0), whereas SeO$_4^{2-}$ tolerance must be due to other mechanisms that do not reduce selenium oxyanions (such as efflux pumping). Overall, this paper identifies the most Se tolerant organism described to date, capable of surviving in liquid culture supplemented with up to 150 mM SeO$_4^{2-}$. Subsequent work determines the molecular mechanism of SeO$_3^{2-}$ reduction.

Fig. 3 Aerobic growth of *P. moraviensis* stanleyae in Luria Broth media without Se oxyanions (x), and in the presence of 10 mM selenite (solid circles) and 10 mM SeO$_4^{2-}$ (open circles). Figure adapted from [38] with permission.

**Progress toward cloneable inorganic nanoparticles**

We continued the characterization of *P. moraviensis* stanleyae. This paper focuses on electron microscopy characterization of *P. moraviensis* stanleyae and unraveling the mechanism of SeO$_3^{2-}$ reduction.

The initial EM imaging of *P. moraviensis* stanleyae (Fig. 2) left several microscopic aspects of the system ambiguous. From these images, it is unclear whether SeNPs are present inside cells as well as outside cells. This initial data also lacks elemental imaging, which could confirm that the punctate inclusions are in fact comprised of Se, as inferred.

In the present paper, *P. moraviensis* stanleyae cells were grown in the presence of SeO$_3^{2-}$ and cells were then imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as glutaraldehyde-fixed dehydrated cells. The SEM based imaging allows energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental analysis of the cells. SEM imaging revealed capsule-shaped cells, most of which contained one or more dark inclusions. EDS mapping showed that these inclusions were Se rich, suggesting that these are SeNPs. The putative SeNPs were circular with an average diameter of $107 \pm 35$ nm (for 50 observations). These dark inclusions were not observed in control experiments where *P. moraviensis* stanleyae was grown in the absence of Se supplementation.

To this point, it was unclear if SeNPs were present inside or outside of the observed cells. Electron tomography is an imaging modality that allows 3D reconstructions of cells, which can resolve questions about particle location. *P. moraviensis* stanleyae was again grown with selenite supplementation and was preserved for electron tomographic image acquisition by freeze substitution. In this method, cells are vitrified by high pressure freezing, then the water in the cells is substituted for acetone. Following acetone substitution, the cells can be fixed and plastic embedded. This approach is recognized as providing the highest fidelity preservation of cellular ultrastructure outside of imaging of cells that are vitrified and imaged as frozen-hydrated samples (which is technically difficult to do for cells that are as thick as *P. moraviensis* stanleyae.)

Fig. 4 Aerobic reduction of SeO$_3^{2-}$ (open circles) and SeO$_4^{2-}$ (closed circles) by *P. moraviensis* stanleyae as a function of time. Figure adapted from [38] with permission.
SeNPs do maintain a so-called ‘protein corona’, but that this forms as a result of direct exposure of the surface of SeNPs to bacterial cytoplasm.

To gain insight into the mechanism of intracellular SeNP formation, we assayed all soluble proteins of *P. moraviensis* stanleyae for SeO$_3^{2-}$ reduction capability. This assay involved fractionating all the soluble proteins from *P. moraviensis* stanleyae on a non-denaturing gel, which is expected to leave enzyme function intact. Non-denaturing gels containing all soluble proteins were incubated with SeO$_3^{2-}$ salts and various enzyme cofactors, including NADH and NADPH. With the combination of NADPH and SeO$_3^{2-}$, we observed a set of red bands in the gel, presumably comprised of Se(0) precipitates made by NADPH dependent enzymatic reduction of SeO$_3^{2-}$ (Fig. 6). The bands did not appear in the absence of NADPH and appeared very faintly in the presence of NADH.

To identify the NADPH dependent enzyme(s) responsible for SeO$_3^{2-}$ precipitation, we excised each band from the gel and subjected it to proteomic mass spectrometry analysis. This analysis revealed a total of 7 NADPH dependent enzymes out of 113 total proteins present in the combination of all 5 lanes. The NADPH dependent enzymes were Nitrite and sulfite reductase, isocitrate dehydrogenase, glutathione reductase, Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase, ketoacyl-ACP reductase, Thiol peroxidase and 4-Aminobutyrate aminotransferase.

Of these enzymes, we hypothesized that a glutathione reductase-like enzyme was primarily responsible for SeNP particle formation, because glutathione reductase (GSHR) belongs to the same enzyme family as mercuric reductase, and GSHR has also been shown to reduce Au$^{3+}$ ions. To address this hypothesis, we acquired commercially produced GSHR from Sigma-Aldrich, and tested it for SeO$_3^{2-}$ reductase activity. We observed that GSHR produced spherical SeNPs of an average diameter of...
61 ± 37 nm in vitro, when both SeO$_3^{2-}$ and NADPH were present. Notably, we also observed that GSHR reduced TeO$_3^{2-}$ as well.

Combined, this paper shows that GSHR can reduce SeO$_3^{2-}$ intracellularly in an NADPH dependent process. The enzymatic product is SeNPs, of relatively high polydispersity. The SeNPs are thought to be ‘naked’ or stable without a defined and monolayer-like ligand shell. Overall, this paper postulates that GSHR or similar inorganic ion reductases form a promising basis for CNPs as enzymes that make electron dense intracellular nanoparticles from essential elements. A full adaptation of such reductases should include better SeNP size control, retention of the SeNP at the enzyme, and enzymes that reduce their metal substrates faster and more effectively than ‘background’ reduction by, for example, native GSHR.

**Metalloid reductase of Pseudomonas moraviensis stanleyae conveys nanoparticle mediated metalloid tolerance**

Under the hypothesis that the GSHR from *P. moraviensis* stanleyae is specialized for Se reduction, we proceeded with study of the *P. moraviensis* stanleyae GSHR. In the paper, we began by sequencing the genome of *P. moraviensis* stanleyae. From the whole genome sequence, we identified the DNA encoding the most closely related enzyme to GSHR from this organism. This sequence was cloned into a protein expression vector, and the GSHR-like protein from *P. moraviensis* stanleyae was expressed recombinantly in *Escherichia coli*.

The substrate selectivity of the *P. moraviensis* stanleyae GSHR-like protein was determined for oxidized glutathione (GSSG), selenite, and selenodiglutathione (GS-Se-SG). For comparison, commercially obtained baker’s yeast GSHR was analyzed with the same substrates.

**Enzyme assays for the GSHR-like enzyme and GSHR are shown in Fig. 7. Michaelis–Menten analysis of this data revealed that the *P. moraviensis* stanleyae GSHR-like enzyme prefers GS-Se-SG as a substrate over GS-SG; the $K_m$ for GSSG was determined to be 8.22 mM for GSSG and 336 μM for GS-Se-SG. For baker’s yeast GSHR, the $K_m$ values for each substrate were similar (103 μM and 133 μM for GSSG and GS-Se-SG respectively)—showing a slightly greater affinity for GSSG substrates. Other investigations of substrate selectivity for baker’s yeast GSHR found similar $K_m$ values.**

The 25-fold difference in $K_m$ values for the enzyme from *P. moraviensis* stanleyae suggests that the enzyme is adapted for reducing GS-Se-SG. Therefore, we named this enzyme “Glutathione Reductase-Like Metalloid Reductase” (GRLMR) due to its substrate preference.

Another difference between GRLMR and GSHR enzymes is the lack of a substrate binding pocket cysteine or methionine residue on GRLMR that might serve as a locus for glutathionylation. Baker’s yeast GSHR, a canonical GSHR enzyme, can be glutathionylated at C239, resulting in inhibition of the enzyme. Similarly, *E. coli* and Homo sapiens GSHR contain a methionine residue in this position, which might also be glutathionylated. This is thought to be a regulatory mechanism. In GRLMR, homology models show that this residue is a serine residue, which cannot be glutathionylated (Fig. 8). The absence of GSH based inhibition of GRLMR also suggests that this enzyme is distinct from canonical GSHR enzymes.

Expression of GRLMR in *E. coli* confers selenium recombinant selenium tolerance to its host species. In the presence of mM concentrations of selenite, GRLMR creates nanoparticles to impart selenium tolerance for the cells (Fig. 9). In our testing, we defined selenium tolerance as the amount of selenium required to inhibit 90% of cell growth (IC90). By testing for the IC90 of SeO$_3^{2-}$ in laboratory strains of *Escherichia coli*, cells with the GRLMR gene had an IC90 of 21.3 ± 9.8 mM, whereas without GRLMR, the IC90 was 1.89 ± 0.46 mM. We observed a similar increase in Se tolerance for the SS320 strain of *E. coli*. The ten-fold higher Se tolerance when GRLMR was expressed was interpreted as imparting Se tolerance. Notably, GRLMR expressing cells grew poorly unless they were supplemented with 1 μM selenite. This was interpreted as GRLMR scavenging Se to the point that cells were Se deficient.
For our ultimate goal of creating cNPs useful in EM imaging of cells, it is critical that the enzyme that synthesizes the SeNP also bind to the SeNP that it has made. We observe that about 10% of GRLMR enzymes are associated with SeNPs in pull-down assays (where the mass of the SeNP allows SeNPs and associated proteins to be collected by centrifugation). This small association makes sense—an efficient enzyme is likely to turn over its product and not be associated with the product. In fact, we observe that ~20% of baker’s yeast GSHR is SeNP associated after SeNP synthesis. The smaller fraction of GRLMR associated with SeNPs is additional evidence for the specialization of this enzyme for SeNP production.

Overall, the GRLMR enzyme accomplishes reduction of a cellularly ubiquitous and essential element, Selenium. However, the SeNPs are quite polydisperse in size and do not remain attached to the enzyme that made them. To make a cSeNP, the GRLMR enzyme needs modification.

Table 1  Sequences identified after three rounds of selection versus GRLMR-synthesized SeNPs. Sequences are described by population frequency, isoelectric point, and the amount of phage expressing the peptide sequence that bound to the three negative screen conditions (BSA, unreacted GRLMR, and SeNPs). Each entry began with an initial phage titer of 10^{10} pfu. Adapted from (46) with permission. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide sequence</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>pI</th>
<th>Polystyrene</th>
<th>GRLMR</th>
<th>SiNP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild type</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.9 × 10^6</td>
<td>1.5 × 10^5</td>
<td>1.8 × 10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP</td>
<td>19/33</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>3.7 × 10^4</td>
<td>2.6 × 10^5</td>
<td>3.0 × 10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP2</td>
<td>7/33</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>1.1 × 10^9</td>
<td>2.1 × 10^5</td>
<td>7.9 × 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP3</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>3.2 × 10^5</td>
<td>3.9 × 10^6</td>
<td>1.3 × 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP4</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>4.4 × 10^6</td>
<td>3.3 × 10^7</td>
<td>3.7 × 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP5</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>9.8 × 10^5</td>
<td>6.8 × 10^7</td>
<td>1.8 × 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP6</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP7</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP8</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBP9</td>
<td>1/33</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Metalloid reductase activity modified by a fused Se^0 binding peptide

In the paper, we describe the isolation and activity of a SeNP binding peptide. When concatenated to GRLMR, this peptide changes the activity of the enzyme so that it controls SeNP size and SeNPs remain largely associated with the enzyme.

A SeNP binding peptide (SeBP) was isolated from the New England Biolabs PhD 12-mer phage display library (NEB PhD Kit) after three rounds of selection versus 8.4 ± 2.7 nm SeNPs, whose size was confirmed via TEM. Following three rounds of selection, the output phage peptide library was found to be dominated by two sequences (Table 1). The sequence that appeared at the highest frequency (LTPHKHHKHLHA) was designated as SeBP and was used for future experiments.

Subsequent experiments explored the effect of concatenating SeBP to GRLMR (GRLMR-SeBP) versus GRLMR alone in terms of nanoparticle size, enzyme-nanoparticle binding, and enzyme activity. It was discovered that GRLMR-SeBP exerted control over the size of nanoparticles formed. SEM images of nanoparticles formed by 40 μM, 1 mM, 5 mM, and 10 mM SeO_3^{2–} revealed that GRLMR-SeBP formed smaller and less polydisperse sized particles (Fig. 10). For GRLMR, particle size varied with SeO_3^{2–} concentrations such that at low concentrations SeNPs were smaller, and at high concentrations particles were larger. However, the GRLMR-SeBP construct synthesized ~35 nm diameter particles independent of SeO_3^{2–} concentration at the physiologically relevant SeO_3^{2–} concentrations of 40 μM to 5 mM. This demonstrates that the SeBP exerts remarkable control over SeNP size.

To compare the abilities of GRLMR-SeBP versus GRLMR to bind SeNPs, two different centrifugation assays were performed. In the first centrifugation assay, SeNPs were enzymatically synthesized, and centrifugation was then used to remove SeNPs from solution along with any associated enzyme. The percentage of bound enzyme was determined by measuring the protein concentration in the soluble fraction after precipitation. It was found that 83.1 ± 1.0% of GRLMR-SeBP was bound to SeNPs, while 14.4 ± 2.6% of GRLMR was bound to SeNPs (Fig. 11). This demonstrates that concatenation of SeBP to GRLMR improves nanoparticle binding affinity.
In the second centrifugation assay, SeNPs were abiotically synthesized using NaBH₄ reduction; the percentage of bound enzyme was again determined by measuring the protein concentration in the soluble fraction after precipitation. GRLMR-SeBP preferentially binds smaller SeNPs (30 nm or 50 nm) compared to larger SeNPs (125 nm or 900 nm). This indicates that there is an intrinsic preference of GRLMR-SeBP to bind SeNPs that are close to the typical SeNP size formed by enzymatic reduction. These results demonstrate that GRLMR-SeBP forms smaller and more monodisperse SeNPs than GRLMR. The results also demonstrate that concatenating SeBP to GRLMR improves the binding affinity for smaller SeNPs.

Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm enzyme conjugation by monitoring established histidine-metal binding modes and peptide backbone conformation in both free and SeNP bound states. The interpretation of Raman spectra suggested that the SeBP peptide forms covalent bonds to histidine residues via mono- and bivalent conjugation, which is supported by observing conformational shifts in its backbone signature from an unordered structure to a β-sheet configuration. Finally, the enzymatic activities of GRLMR versus GRLMR-SeBP were measured by spectroscopically monitoring NADPH depletion during enzymatic reactions. It was found that the $K_M$ is significantly lower for GRLMR-SeBP than GRLMR alone when HNaSeO₃ was used as the substrate (0.22 ± 0.06 mM versus 1.92 ± 1.28 mM). Additionally, the $k_{cat}$ was significantly higher for GRLMR-SeBP than GRLMR when using HNaSeO₃ as the substrate (40 ± 2 min⁻¹ versus 23 ± 9 min⁻¹). When GSSG was used as the substrate, the measured $K_M$ or $k_{cat}$ values were not significantly different for GRLMR versus GRLMR-SeBP (Fig. 12). These results indicate that concatenating SeBP to GRLMR leads to a more favourable enzyme-substrate complex and faster enzyme activity when selenite is used as the substrate. A possible reason for the increased enzyme-substrate stability and faster enzyme activity is that SeBP preconcentrates selenite near the active site. This could be due to the introduction of five positively charged histidine residues near the active site.

Overall, the GRLMR-SeBP construct appears to constitute a cloneable SeNP (cSeNP). This construct selects the element (Se) from a background containing many metalloid ions; the construct reduces the Se in an NADPH dependent process to form Se precipitates of the red allotrope of Se(0). The SeBP arrests the particle size at a consistent size. Therefore, this construct—which is encoded in DNA—makes 35 nm diameter, spherical red Se nanoparticles that remain associated with the construct.
Assessment of molecular imaging with this cSeNP construct is ongoing and the cSeNP appears effective—localizing SeNPs to the expected intracellular positions of the proteins to which cSeNP is genetically concatenated.

**Motivation for “multi-color” cNPs**

Above is the ‘story of a cSeNP’. For our goal of creating cNPs for imaging applications, multiplexed, simultaneous tagging of different proteins with distinguishable tags is a longer-term goal. Fluorescent proteins that were originally isolated as green (e.g., GFP) were subsequently evolved in laboratories to emit different colors (red, yellow, etc.).

The multiple colors of fluorescent protein now enables multiplexed imaging of multiple proteins of interest, each labeled with a different color of fluorescent protein. Similarly, multiple cNP proteins, each producing a distinguishable cNP, comprise a panel of cNPs that enable multiplexed tagging of proteins of interest.

Inorganic NPs can be distinguished in EM on the basis of their elemental composition, size, and/or shape. For other modalities like X-ray imaging, elemental composition of the cNP may be the chief means of distinguishing different cNPs. The basis for distinguishing different elements in EM and X-ray imaging modalities may be as simple as elemental electron density (for instance, it is straightforward to distinguish Au and Ag NPs using TEM, where Au NPs simply have notably higher contrast). However, more sophisticated spectroscopic methods such as EDS and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) can also map elemental compositions in TEM.

In X-ray imaging, X-ray fluorescence methods may allow elemental mapping (although the resolution may be low) and tuning the X-ray wavelength to absorption edges of particular elements can also distinguish different elements, although variable wavelength X-rays require specialized X-ray sources such as synchrotrons.

In this context, we are working to make size/shape or elementally distinct cNPs. Most of our work to-date has been toward making elementally distinct cNPs.

**Identification of a TeO$_3^{2-}$ reductase/mycothione reductase from Rhodococcus erythropolis PR4**

In this paper, we began by collecting environmental samples from abandoned mine sites in Clear Creek County, Colorado, USA. Mining in this region dates to the 1851 Colorado Gold Rush, and most mines have not been active for over a century. Many of these mines leach mine runoff that carries substantial metal contamination.

The environmental sampling was facilitated by the Clear Creek Watershed Foundation—a nonprofit organization dedicated to the cleanup of mine sites in Clear Creek County, whose mine runoff contaminates Clear Creek with toxic metals.

Here, we worked under the hypothesis that microorganisms that survive in normally lethal concentrations of toxic metals may reduce these metals to zerovalent form as a means of detoxification. One of the isolates from this sample collection was able to grow on LB-Agar that contained normally lethal concentrations of Fe(II), Cu(II), AsO$_3^{2-}$, SeO$_3^{2-}$, TeO$_3^{2-}$, Cd(II) and Zn(II).

To discover any inorganic oxidoreductases involved in this remarkable set of metal tolerances, we followed the same procedure that we used to isolate GRLMR from the Se specialized P. moravensis stanleyae. This involves first fractionating all soluble proteins on one or more non-denaturing gels, then staining gels with different metal salts and enzyme cofactors, and finally performing proteomic mass spectrometry analysis on any bands that appear from combinations of enzyme cofactors and metal salts to identify enzymes that may have precipitated the metal salts.

Fig. 13 shows the results of this screening for metal(loid) reductase activity in this isolate. Among the inorganic ions tested, only TeO$_3^{2-}$ was enzymatically reduced in-gel (Fig. 13, panel A). Proteomic mass spectrometry revealed 13 proteins associated with the precipitate, 4 of which are NAD(P)H dependent enzymes (Fig. 13, panel B). Of those enzymes, we judged the mycothione reductase to be of the greatest interest because it belongs to the same class I pyridine nucleotide-disulphide oxidoreductase enzyme family as GRLMR and mercuric reductase. Notably, mycothione reductase fills a similar role as glutathione reductase; in mycothione containing organisms, mycothione is used to establish redox balance—whereas in most organisms, GSH accomplishes this.

Mass spectrometry identified the organism as Rhodococcus erythropolis PR4. The genome of this organism was already sequenced and available in published sequence databases. We used the existing genomic information to determine the sequence of the mycothione reductase, and then expressed and purified this enzyme recombinantly from BL21 E. coli.

In vitro experiments, the mycothione reductase was found to have significant selectivity for tellurite over selenite. This was surprising because the oxyanions are very similar, and the reduction potential for selenite makes it easier to reduce than tellurite. The standard reduction of potential for the reaction TeO$_3^{2-}$ + 3H$_2$O + 4e$^-$ ↔ Te + 6OH$^-$ is −0.57 V vs. Hydrogen. The corresponding reduction of SeO$_3^{2-}$ is −0.366 V. Thus,
SeO$_3^{2-}$ is the preferred substrate for reduction in the absence of a mechanism for substrate selectivity.

This selectivity for Te over Se was quantified in assays in which both TeO$_3^{2-}$ and SeO$_3^{2-}$ were present in different molar ratios. Fig. 14 shows that in equimolar concentrations of Te and Se, the enzymatic precipitant incorporated 7 tellurium atoms for each selenium atom as determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry analysis. Even when selenium was present in a 10-fold excess to tellurium, the enzymatic products incorporated tellurium in an almost 2:1 ratio.

This selectivity was found to depend on pH. Assays done at pH values of 6, 7, 8 and 9 showed the greatest discrimination between tellurium and selenium at pH 6, with decreasing selectivity as pH rises (Fig. 15).

In this paper, we postulated a mechanism for selectivity of tellurium over selenium by the mycothione reductase which we now view as flawed. Here, we postulate what we believe to be a more plausible mechanism for enzymatic preference of Te over Se.

A homology model for the structure of mycothione reductase was generated with Phyre2. This homology model was subsequently aligned with GRLMR in Pymol to show mutations which may contribute to the observed substrate specificity.

Several notable mutations in mycothione reductase are located in an apparent cavity that is oppositional to the putative substrate entry channel of GRLMR. Four of the seven mutations within this region result in aromatic residues for mycothione reductase, with several of these residues being Histidine. This set of aromatic residues may contract the immediately surrounding region through π–π stacking interactions; this contraction may expand the substrate entry channel, accommodating of TeO$_3^{2-}$, which is a larger substrate than SeO$_3^{2-}$. The protonation of the histidine residues at lower pH values is implicated in this structural rearrangement by the pH dependence of the observed selectivity.

In summary, we isolated a Class I pyridine nucleotide-disulphide oxidoreductase that is specialized for tellurite reduction. This is a curious finding because tellurite reduction is energetically more difficult than selenite reduction, and selenite and tellurite are otherwise very similar oxyanions. This enzyme currently represents a lower priority for our adaptation to a cNP purpose because of the toxicity of tellurium. However, it is attractive for adaptation because mycothione is not present in most cells, meaning TeO$_3^{2-}$ will not be competing with mycothione as a substrate. (In our testing, the mycothione reductase did not act upon oxidized glutathione in any detectable manner.)

**Enzyme-catalyzed in situ synthesis of temporally and spatially distinct CdSe quantum dots in biological backgrounds**

Metal chalcogenide semiconductor nanoparticles are often referred to as quantum dots. This naming reflects the observation that electrons within semiconductor nanoparticles behave like a quantum particle in a box. Quantum dots can be very bright luminescent emitters with quantum yields over 90%. This makes quantum dots attractive as potential luminescent labels in optical or fluorescence microscopy.

Many semiconductor nanoparticles are made as metal-selenides, for example, CdSe. In this paper, we found that when Cd$_{2+}$ ions are included in the synthesis of SeNPs by GRLMR, what results are luminescent CdSe nanoparticle quantum dots, instead of the non-emissive SeNPs that we made previously. Therefore, GRLMR joins cystathionine γ-lyase from *Stenotrophomonas maltophilia*, and nitrate reductase from *Fusarium oxysporum* in a category of enzymes that generate active monomers to help mediate metal nanoparticle growth.

In prior papers that identified enzymes that synthesize quantum dots, a general theme is that the enzymes generate dianionic chalcogenides (e.g., S$_2^{2-}$ from cysteine). These dianionic chalcogenides then crystallize with dicationic metals (e.g., Cd$_{2+}$). The resulting nanocrystals comprise quantum dots.
Following this rationale, we hypothesized that GRLMR might reduce GS-Se-SG (where Se’s oxidation state is +2) to Se^{2-}. The Se^{2-} ions could then crystallize with any Cd^{2+} forming fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals. This rationale is summarized in Fig. 16. In this rationale, the presence of dissolved oxygen oxidizes Se^{2-} to Se(0) which forms the usual observed SeNP product of GRLMR. Evidence for this hypothesis arises from the observation that the QDs only form when oxygen is excluded from GRLMR catalyzed SeNP synthesis in the presence of Cd^{2+}.

Much of this paper describes mechanistic work showing that while GSH can also reduce SeO_3^{2-} to Se(0) and Se^{2-}, the rate of this process is slow compared to the enzymatic process. Overall, this paper shows that GRLMR can be used to form CdSe semiconductor quantum dots. This is appealing because the cNP approach functions in the limited circumstances of high-copy number proteins in fixed cells, as outlined below.

**Metallothionein as a cloneable contrast tag by electron microscopy of cells**

We explored the use of metallothionein as a cloneable contrast tag. Metallothioneins are small cysteine-rich proteins belonging to the broader class of phytochelatins. Such proteins are naturally expressed during heavy metal stress to most cells. The cysteine-rich proteins chelate metal ions, helping to sequester and reduce toxic effects of metals. There is some prior history of investigation of metallothionein as a cloneable contrast agent by others.

Previous studies demonstrated by mass-spectrophotometric measurement that metallothionein can capture enough gold atoms to theoretically be visible in cellular electron microscopy. Metallothionein can achieve this function when conjugated to a protein. These studies increased the appeal of metallothionein as a cloneable contrast tag but did not demonstrate success in imaging.

We do not define cloneable contrast tags formed by metallothionein as a biogenic cNP for three reasons. First, these tags are essentially inorganic coordination complexes—which are not classically ‘particulate’—even as they may appear as such in an electron microscope. Second, the chemistries developed that allow successful imaging of metallothionein are incompatible with living cells; more specifically, the chemistries developed here use Au^{+} salts, which are quite reactive with living cells. Finally, a cNP can be modified by altering the DNA encoding the cNP. In an approach where the underlying chemistry is stoichiometric binding of metal ions to cysteine, the only way to modify the construct to modify metal activity is adding or removing cysteine residues to the protein. This manipulation is only able to modify the number of metal ions coordinated—i.e., changing the DNA cannot dramatically modify materials properties such as elemental composition, crystal structure, size, or shape.

Nonetheless, metallothionein is appealing for potential applications as a cloneable contrast tag, whose electron scattering properties could be enhanced post-fixation and before EM imaging.

In this study, we attempted to label several proteins, which provided an assessment of how well metallothionein performed as a cloneable contrast tag. Metallothioneins range in weight from 0.5–14 kDa, which satisfies the requirement of a small-size tag. To assess the ability of metallothionein to label proteins with a high copy number, wild-type desmin (a filamenting protein) was tagged with a single metallothionein and expressed in bacteria. After desmin was freeze-substituted and treated with aurothiomalate, the metallothionein-labeled desmin showed staining with small particles. Furthermore, this type of staining was not seen in the wild-type desmin, which indicated that the staining was due to metallothionein and that the staining resulted in a good signal to noise ratio (Fig. 17).

To assess the ability of metallothionein to localize a tagged protein in the complex environment of a cell, an SPC42 protein product was tagged with two copies of metallothionein. SPC42 is a component of the yeast spindle pole body and is located approximately at the plane of the nuclear envelope. It was found that following the same procedure as followed for desmin did not yield adequate signal. Instead, use of a Nano-probes gold enhancement kit was required (Fig. 18). To this point, sections were stained with aurothiomalate after freeze substitution. Therefore, staining during the process of freeze substitution was assessed next.

**Other approaches to cloneable contrast in EM**

In addition to the cNP approach, we have attempted to form cloneable contrast agents from the naturally occurring metal handling proteins Dps and metallothionein. The Dps approach failed completely and has never been published. The metallothionein approach functions in the limited circumstances of high-copy number proteins in fixed cells, as outlined below.

We explored the use of metallothionein as a cloneable contrast tag. Metallothioneins are small cysteine rich proteins belonging to the broader class of phytochelatins. Such proteins are naturally expressed during heavy metal stress to most cells. The cysteine-rich proteins chelate metal ions, helping to sequester and reduce toxic effects of metals. There is some prior history of investigation of metallothionein as a cloneable contrast agent by others.

Previous studies demonstrated by mass-spectrophotometric measurement that metallothionein can capture enough gold atoms to theoretically be visible in cellular electron microscopy. Metallothionein can achieve this function when conjugated to a protein. These studies increased the appeal of metallothionein as a cloneable contrast tag but did not demonstrate success in imaging.

We do not define cloneable contrast tags formed by metallothionein as a biogenic cNP for three reasons. First, these tags are essentially inorganic coordination complexes—which are not classically ‘particulate’—even as they may appear as such in an electron microscope. Second, the chemistries developed that allow successful imaging of metallothionein are incompatible with living cells; more specifically, the chemistries developed here use Au^{+} salts, which are quite reactive with living cells. Finally, a cNP can be modified by altering the DNA encoding the cNP. In an approach where the underlying chemistry is stoichiometric binding of metal ions to cysteine, the only way to modify the construct to modify metal activity is adding or removing cysteine residues to the protein. This manipulation is only able to modify the number of metal ions coordinated—i.e., changing the DNA cannot dramatically modify materials properties such as elemental composition, crystal structure, size, or shape.

Nonetheless, metallothionein is appealing for potential applications as a cloneable contrast tag, whose electron scattering properties could be enhanced post-fixation and before EM imaging.

In this study, we attempted to label several proteins, which provided an assessment of how well metallothionein performed as a cloneable contrast tag. Metallothioneins range in weight from 0.5–14 kDa, which satisfies the requirement of a small-size tag. To assess the ability of metallothionein to label proteins with a high copy number, wild-type desmin (a filamenting protein) was tagged with a single metallothionein and expressed in bacteria. After desmin was freeze-substituted and treated with aurothiomalate, the metallothionein-labeled desmin showed staining with small particles. Furthermore, this type of staining was not seen in the wild-type desmin, which indicated that the staining was due to metallothionein and that the staining resulted in a good signal to noise ratio (Fig. 17).

To assess the ability of metallothionein to localize a tagged protein in the complex environment of a cell, an SPC42 protein product was tagged with two copies of metallothionein. SPC42 is a component of the yeast spindle pole body and is located approximately at the plane of the nuclear envelope. It was found that following the same procedure as followed for desmin did not yield adequate signal. Instead, use of a Nano-probes gold enhancement kit was required (Fig. 18). To this point, sections were stained with aurothiomalate after freeze substitution. Therefore, staining during the process of freeze substitution was assessed next.
It was found that the best signal was achieved by first staining sections with Au(III)Cl₃ during freeze-substitution, then treating samples with diglyme, and finally enhancing using a silver enhancement protocol. Control samples not tagged with metallothionein did not show staining, regardless of whether they underwent the diglyme and silver enhancement protocol. However, metallothionein tagged samples that underwent staining during freeze-substitution, diglyme treatment, and silver enhancement showed strong labeling, which allowed single particles to be detected (Fig. 19). The studies using desmin and spc42 provide evidence that metallothionein can reveal the location of proteins with many copies localized to a small area.

To assess the capabilities of metallothionein as a tag for low-copy number proteins, protein components of the nuclear-pore complex were tagged with metallothionein and stained. No staining of the nuclear pore complex was observed, although many staining and enhancement protocols were attempted.

Despite unsuccessful attempts to stain components of the NPC, the successful applications of metallothionein to stain both desmin and spc42 demonstrate the potential of metallothionein as a cloneable contrast tag in fixed cells.

Overall, this paper shows that metallothionein can be effective to localize high copy number proteins that are concentrated in specific areas, such as filamentous or ultrastructural proteins. For low copy number or isolated proteins, metallothionein does not appear effective. These approaches with metallothionein also require that cells are fixed before metal incubation and are therefore somewhat limited compared to the cNP platform approach, which can use essential elements to form high contrast particles in live cells.

**Dps as a cloneable tag**

Iron oxide encapsulating proteins such as ferritin and Dps create iron oxides that can be identified in electron microscopy. Ferritin has been investigated as a cloneable tag. Ferritin is comprised of 24 protein subunits that assemble into a capsule which can contain an iron oxide core of up to ~8 nm in diameter. Concatenating a ferritin subunit to a protein of interest at the DNA level can cause a ferritin capsule to become attached to that protein of interest. This approach has not become widely used because several proteins of interest can become integrated into a single ferritin capsule. This cross-linking, as well as the sheer size of ferritin, are likely to cause...
Outlook and future directions for cNPs

As a field, synthetic chemistry aims to develop and improve methods for creation of well-defined molecules and materials. The synthetic chemistry sub-field of organic synthesis is particularly impressive in this regard, with well-developed methods for discrete addition or removal of atoms to defined locations in complex molecules. Cyclization reactions, solid phase synthesis and enantioselective control, among other tools, facilitate the precision synthesis of carbon-rich products including pharmaceuticals, oligonucleotides, and plastics.

Outside of organic synthesis, precise ‘magic number’ nanoclusters are now routinely made with atomic precision and resulting defined structure, up to about ~500 metal atoms. These nanoclusters are already used as extrinsic biological contrast agents, catalysts, and their continued synthetic exploration allows advancement of fundamental knowledge of cluster physics. Improved control over NP synthesis in biological contexts is a logical (and destined) progression.

Research on biogenic NPs appears to be currently in a “gold rush” era, with sharply growing numbers of active researchers and publications (Fig. 20). These publications include those that address fundamental aspects of nanoparticle chemistry, new synthetic routes, and a wide variety of potential applications. The research area is presently highly interdisciplinary, with contributions coming from chemists, physicists, geologists, and microbiologists.

As the field of biogenic nanoparticles continues to develop, we anticipate an increasing emphasis on synthetic precision, by analogy to the development of other synthetic chemistry subfields. We postulate that the cNP platform approach, which mixes and matches well-defined metal oxidoreductases and proteins and peptides that enforce NP shape, provides a robust approach to improving biogenic NP precision and design. Biological evolution over eons has produced many examples of atomically precise/defined molecules. For bio-organic synthesis, biology often allows synthetic organic transformations that are difficult or impossible to achieve in vitro. It’s an ambition of ours to push cNP synthesis to achieve similar levels of atomic precision in nanomaterials synthesis, using well-defined biological approaches.

One way to conceptualize this approach is as an extension of the central dogma of molecular biology. This states that DNA contains all the information to create an atomically precise protein. To convert DNA information into protein function, the DNA is transcribed into RNA, which is then translated into functional proteins.

Extending this dogma to cNP synthesis, we suggest that DNA (information) can be transcribed into mRNA (information transfer) which is then translated into protein (translating information into function). The protein then creates a cNP, translating function into discrete synthetic product. This approach suggests the possibility of next-generation nanoscale materials where the synthetic information is not contained in journal-article text, but rather in DNA sequence.

Much in the same way that unnatural amino acid incorporation has expanded the “chemical space” that biology is allowed to partake in, so too will cNPs open the door to exploring new interfaces of nanoscale inorganic nanomaterials and biosystems. As we approach this paradigm, we ask ourselves: what new and exciting things will be discovered?

cNP synthesis does have intrinsic limitations. Not every metal(loid) on the periodic table, for instance, is compatible with redox reactions that are biologically achievable. Elements with redox potentials outside the range of −1.0 V to 1.0 V relative to SHE will either be too favorable for controlled reduction or too unfavorable for any redox chemistry to occur at all. In the case of ‘uncontrolled’ reduction—oxidation of ubiquitous biomolecules such as sugars, tyrosine and tryptophan, and nucleobases by easily reduced elements is likely to be implicated. Such elements are likely to be reduced in nonspecific ways within biological matrices. Pourbaix diagrams
describe expected redox potential versus pH and can help identify elements that are good candidates for inclusion in cNPs.\textsuperscript{55,56}

For our target applications in imaging, electron-rich (e.g., higher-Z) elements are the most attractive, as they provide greater contrast relative to the less electron rich elements of C, O, N, H and P that comprise most of the biological matrix. Based on these considerations, Zn, As, Te, Fe, Cd, Se, Bi and Co ions are of highest interest for cNP incorporation because of relatively favorable redox potentials and Z-values. We consider comparably toxic elements as lower priority choices. Although the cNP machinery may confer tolerance to elements such as Cd and Te, their intrinsic toxicity at small concentrations presents complications that are less pronounced for biologically essential elements such as Zn, Fe and Se, as well as elements that are generally less toxic such as Bi (a component in pharmaceuticals such as Pepto-Bismol). Bismuth is particularly attractive for our future work as it is the most electron-rich non-radioactive element on the periodic table.

Many metal(loid) oxidoreductases are comparatively large proteins. Class I pyridine nucleotide-disulphide oxidoreductases, including GRLMR, are typically \(~100\) kDa homodimers—before they are saddled with an attached inorganic nanoparticle.\textsuperscript{19–21,57} For comparison, widely used fluorescent proteins like GFP are \(~27\) kDa monomers. GFP is well known to alter the biological activity of many of the proteins that it is concatenated to, potentially resulting in artefactual observations.\textsuperscript{58,59} It’s hypothesized that larger ‘tags’ are more likely to alter biological activity of concatenated proteins; large size can hinder POI diffusion kinetics and position contrasting markers distally to the point of interest, whereas multimercity can convolute labelling efficiency. Therefore, one of our future directions in cNP synthesis is to develop smaller inorganic oxidoreductases.

We are investigating approaches for making GRLMR a functional monomer of decreased mass. Other metal(loid) oxidoreductase enzymes may be of interest as starting points for further engineering. For instance, a 27 kDa NADH-dependent cytochrome \(b_1\) reductase was recently isolated from a strain of \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis},\textsuperscript{60,61} similar to GRLMR, the enzyme conveys nanoparticle-mediated metal tolerance to silver and palladium when cloned into laboratory microorganisms. Alternatively, arsenate reductase\textsuperscript{62} may be amenable to engineering processes that alter its substrate specificity to metals other pnictides such as Bismuth.

It is possible that newfound and promising enzymatic systems may possess kinetics or substrate specificity that nullify their otherwise ideal characteristics (e.g., mass, stability, metal(loid) reduction, monomericity, \textit{etc.}). Given the discrete genetic nature of cNPs, we offer the prospect of using directed evolution as a means of manipulating enzyme function to better serve the needs of cloneable contrast. Doing so will necessitate the development of robust selection methods for metal reductases, which is a relatively unexplored area.

Conclusions

In this feature-article, we have described the development of a cNP platform technology. Our main goal is to develop cloneable contrast agents for biological imaging. It is conceivable that our approach may one day result in a single cloneable contrast agent that allows imaging in many modalities (optical, fluorescent, electron, X-ray, magnetic imaging). We are also interested, to a lesser extent, in using cNP approaches for bioremediation of toxic metals.

The platform is not limited to applications in imaging and bioremediation. Rather, we expect that many applications explored for biogenic NPs such as biomining and solar photocconversion might one day benefit from the increased precision of synthetic product made possible with the well-defined components of this platform and their intrinsic linkage to laboratory evolvable DNA sequences. The intracellular aspect of cNP synthesis further offers the prospect of integrating cNPs with other cellular processes to offer the prospect of cellular engineering to accomplish yet unimagined goals.
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